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A unique experience in which you become a pirate in the first person, DOA6: Pirates of the 7 Seas is the newest
part of the DOA series in which you experience the action from the eyes of the main character.The 7 Seas is the
perfect place for humans and animals to coexist! Monsters, sea monsters, and humans are rarely seen interacting

with each other. However, there is a place called Pirate Island where the monsters and humans share the same
environment. The rules there are a bit different. Though you must remain cautious when you set foot on the

island, you will also have fun fighting against the weird and wonderful creatures that call the 7 Seas home. In
this game, you will join the crew of the Lost Cats, a ship that was once a pleasure boat and has been transformed

into a ship manned by strange and ferocious monsters. You will assist the crew in their adventure as you fight
alongside them against enemies and monsters. - [Playable Character] You are a Pirate in the same position as a

Pirate Hunter and a Mimiko like Hitomi from the DOA series. However, you can fight while wearing a Pirates of
the 7 Seas costume.Your weapon moves as you do. You can perform a high speed attack, a medium attack, a low
speed attack, jump, and move around freely while fighting, just like Hitomi. - Pirate Island's Monsters You will

be helping the crew of the Lost Cats fight against the monsters they meet on their journey. You can battle against
the following types of monsters: - Mermaids - Egg Monsters - Wyverns - Griffin - Bruisers You will battle

alongside the Lost Cats against the monsters encountered on your journey. You can fight once every two days
and have your equipment and weapons upgraded as you do.You can obtain a variety of new costumes by

defeating monsters and earning EXP. - Extras You can take a photo of your unique costume and add it to your
gallery. You will also earn an item ID (item ID). You can change your costume ID to be used in other games. ?

DOA6 Pirates of the 7 Seas Costume - Hitomi: (Playable Character) Spoiler ?Costumes Available Pirate
Collection Main Costumes ?Cigarette Costume ?Cheers Costume ?Warfeathers Costume ?Red Tie Costume

?Poisonous Tights Costume ?Siren Costume ?Tornado Costume ?Vampire Costumes ?
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